Abstract. In this paper a determinantal formula is written that allows one to compute the singular ~Bl ues of Hankel operators, the ex' -symbols of which are of the form mw for WE H oc rational and mE Hoc inner. (All of the Hardy spaces are defined on the unit circle in the usual way.) This is related, moreover, to some problems from control and systems theory.
operators, the L00 -symbol of which is of the form mw for WE H oo rational and mE H oo inner. (All of our Hardy spaces will be defined on the open unit disc D following the standard conventions of [9] .) A partial reference list of this work can be found in the monograph [5] .
A strong motivation for studying this problem comes from control engineering, e.g., from H oo -optimal sensitivity theory, and from Hankel norm approximation prob lems in system design. (Once again we refer the interested reader to [5] for the relevant physical ·backgrou nd.)
This paper is based on the authors' previous work [2] [3] [4] and [10] . We put these ideas together here, and write an elementary procedure for the computation of the Singular values of the above operators based on a determinantal formula, which we derive in § 3 (see (3.8) ).
More precisely, let us take our point of view from [8] and [9] . Mw: H2 4 H2 denotes the operator induced by multiplication by w. We now set w(T):= PM", IH. In particular, T:= PS IH for S: H2 ~ H2, the unilateral right shift. (T is called the compressed shift.) Then it is completely standard to show [7] that in order to solve the aforementioned Hankel singular value problem, we can equivalently find {he singular values of w( T).
In point of fact, the more general problem we solve in this paper is the rather explicit computation of the discrete spectrum of operators of the form w( T) w( T)*, where T E CoO) and WE H oo is rational. Recall from [9] that a contraction T on a
Hilbert space H is of class CoO) if Tn ~0 and T*" ~0 strongly, and the operators (the squares of the "defect" operators) 1 TT* and I -T* T have rank 1. Such operators appear in great abundance in mathematics and in a number of physical problems. See Iherecent treatise [6] .
Although the methods we employ in this note are basically operator theoretic, there is an important algebraic constituent as well, which allows us via a determinantal formula (see (3.8) below) to explicitly determine certain invertible elements of the noncom mutative ring of operators C[ T, T*]. We believe this is the main mathematical contribution of this paper.
Hopefully, some other uses will be found for our methods, both from the theoretical and applied points of view. In particular, we believe it would be very interesting to digitally implement some of the formulae given in § 3.
2. Problem statement and preliminary results. As [6] for a more detailed discussion.) We should also mention that for the compressed shift T, we have that [6] , [9] ). Now in order to avoid some (minor) technical difficulties we will assume throughout this paper that 11' is not a constant multiple of a Blaschke product. Indeed! in the event 11' is a constant times a (finite) Blaschke product, all of the " s-numbers" of the Hankel associated to mw will be equal to 1111' 11 00 when deg m > deg w (see [I] , [6] ). Thus the interesting case of irrational m is easily solved. Moreover, the case of deg m ~deg 11' can be handled using classical Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory.
We now express 11' = pi q as a ratio of relatively prime polynomials, and we sel n:= max {deg p, deg q} . For pER, let
We can clearly write
for some constants C~j with the property (1)
and note that </Jp(T, T*) = Pp.
Next p 2E O"(w(T)w(T)*) if and only if OEO"(</J p(T, T * » . Further p2E O"d(w(T)w(T)*) if and only if OE O"d(</Jp(T, T*», and similarly for O"e'
We now will prove some preliminary lemmas that we will need in order to make some reductions in our computation of O"d (11'( T) 11'( T)*). Our first result is Lemma 2. 
Proof From (2.1) we get that Pp = 4>p( T, T*) = ¢op( V) + Q, where Q is a finite rank operator. Thus from the fact that V is unitary and our above discussion, we see
. (i) Corollary 2.2 implies that in order to determine if p2 E aAw( T) w( T)*) we can always assume that (4)
(ii) Let Pess:= Pess( w( T)) denote the essential norm of w( T) (i.e., the distance of w( T) to the space of compact operators on H). Then we can show that [6] , [9] 
A is a singular point of m on aD}.
Notice that if p> Pess, then automatically the assumption (4) given in (i) is satisfied.
Moreover, the points in the set a( w( T) w( T)*) n(p~ss, . This is precisely the problem that we solve in the next section.
3. Main results. In this section we will formulate and prove our theorem on the computation of the discrete spectrum of operators of the form w( T) w( T)*. From our discussion in § 2 we are reduced to the following kind of operator theoretic problem.
be a polynomial with the following properties: 
for j ~ 1, and where P: L2 ~ H denotes orthogonal projection.
(5)
Consequently, 
where 4>0,4>,,4>:, and 4>1 are explicitly given from (ii), (5) , (6), (7) 
Then mUltiplying (10) by C, we can easily deduce that 
I/I(z)g(z) = L g_lm(z)4>:(z)zn + L g/(I/I;(z) + zn4>I(Z))

1=1 1=0
for z = {E aD, where
for Z E C.
We now make a technical assumption in order to simplify our exposition. This assumption of genericity will be removed when we state our final result in (3.8).
Assumption 3.4. All the zeros of 1/1 are distinct and different from zero.
We now come to the following result. 
. , {qEaD\u(T), 2p+q=2n, such that I/I(z)=a(z-zl)'" (z-zp)(z-l/i\) ... (z -1/ ip)(z -{I) ... (z -{q) for some a -::;t. O.
Proof From properties (i) and (ii) at the beginning of this section we have that Now multiplying (10) by Cm({), we see
where z = {E aD and all the functions are analytic in z. 
(Notice we are setting i>o(z):= </>(z, l/z) for ZEe.) Then from (16) we see that for
(We are setting m(z):= m(1/z) for Iz/> 1.)
Finally we note that if g-n = ... = gn-I = 0, then from (3.2) we have that </>og =0 (note we have taken g such that Ag = 0), which by property (ii) above implies that g =0.
We now come to the final point in our computations. Namely the above argument shows that 0 E u(A) if and only if the characteristic determinant of the 2n equations in the 2n "unknowns" g-n,' .. ,gn-I is zero. We can write this determinant quite.
explicitly. Indeed in order to do this, let us introduce the notation for functions 0\,' .. , OR well defined in a neighborhood of gl, ... ,gN with the g;
Using this notation, our preceding arguments prove the following theorem. Remark 3.7. We will now eliminate Assumption 3.4 in Theorem 3.6. Note that if the roots of </I are not distinct perturbing </I by E, E a suitable sufficiently small number, will assure that the corresponding </IE does have distinct roots different from zero.
Before stating our result, we will need to extend the definition of M in (21) to the case where the g; have multiplicities. Indeed, we set 
(w( T) w( T)*).
We will apply this to an example in § 4.
(ii) We should also note that the multiplicity of zero as a root of det M (in (22)) is its multiplicity as an eigenvalue of A. Moreover, from (10) we have a formula for the corresponding eigenvectors. Hence we have a general procedure for computing the multiplicity of the singular values of w( T) and for the corresponding Schmidt vectors.
Example.
In this section we illustrate via an example some of the computational issues involved in the determinantal scheme for computing the singular values of the operators w( T) that we have discussed above. We are convinced that it will be possible in the near future to implement on a computer the formulae discussed in § 3, so that hopefully these ideas can become of practical use for some applied problems.
Let w(z) = Z 2 + 1, and let m E H OC> be a nonconstant inner function. We want to study the singular values of the corresponding operator w(T) . First note that I/wll oo =2, and w attains its maximum at ± 1. If ± 1 E O"e( T) (i.e., if m is singular at ± 1), then all of the s-numbers of w( T) will be equal to two. Consequently, we will assume for now on that ±IEO"e(T), and Pess :=Pess (w(T)) < 2. We will study the invertibility of Pp (notation as § 2) for P contained in the interval (Pe ss, 2) .
The computation of the determinantal formula for the singular values of w(T) in (Pe ss , 2) is now quite elementary following the arguments of § 3. Indeed using the notation of § 2 (see (II)), we have that Notice that in this formula m appears as a "parameter," and that, in general, the size and complexity of the matrix given in (22) above only depends on the "weighting" function w. We checked (28) for the trivial case of m(z) = z, and got (of course) the obvious answer that the unique root of det M in (0,2) is 1.
In conclusion, the determinantal formula (22) offers a very general theoretical procedure for the computation of the discrete spectrum of operators of the form w( T) w( T)* for both rational and irrational inner functions mE H OC> . The writing of appropriate software for actually carrying this out should make a very interesting project.
